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1. Overview
Peer review is the primary mechanism to distribute research funding. It is the established tool
for quality assurance and self-regulation in research. Most researchers are involved in carrying
out some kind of peer review and spend a considerable amount of time on it; they consider peer
review indispensable and an important responsibility.
Traditional peer review of funding proposals involves experts first evaluating applications individually and then often meeting as a group to reach consensus on which applications should
be funded. There are variations of this theme: some funders collect only written reviews, some
funders only use in-person meetings, and others use a mixture of the two methods. Certain
funders require an initial summary of the proposed project, and in a second phase evaluate
detailed applications, and yet others require only one extended application. Therefore, the term
peer review really refers to a set of systems that – with their slight variations – have been in
place since after World War II, when governments first decided to devote large sums of public
money for research. Since then it has become the formal mechanism to distribute funding for
research.
In the past 70 years, however, the research environment has dramatically changed. The changes
include an increase in the number of researchers, the emergence of new research fields and an
increase in interdisciplinary research. The available funding and number of positions in research
have generally not increased at the same pace. As a result, the research system has become
extremely competitive. Peer reviewers are now faced with the difficult task to select the best
researchers and projects among an ever-growing number of applications.
This pressure on the peer review system is exacerbated by additional concerns, such as whether
peer review is the most suitable tool for recognizing future performance of researchers;
whether conscious or unconscious bias might influence decisions; and whether peer review is
hindering innovative ideas. Many funders have recognized that the peer review system is reaching its limits, and have proposed or implemented changes.
The purpose of this paper is to provide information about possible ways to address some of
the concerns about peer review for funding allocation. This is part of EMBO’s involvement in
international discussions on how to improve and supplement peer review, potentially with new
mechanisms. The paper draws attention to a number of issues with peer review, and outlines
ways in which these could be addressed. The first part summarizes the recognized advantages
and concerns about traditional peer review. It then focusses on a specific limitation of peer
review, that is, the inability to make absolute rankings for a range of virtually identical applications, and on specific measures that have been proposed to address this limitation. The second
part summarizes the pros and cons of changes to peer review that have been proposed and
implemented to mitigate some of the described concerns.
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2. Problems with traditional peer review
Peer review is widely embedded because it has distinct advantages: it is understood and
accepted by the majority of researchers as a fair and objective way to distribute funding, and
it is generally seen as a guarantee that the awarding of public funds is based on scientific
values (Gurwitz et al., 2014). In general, all researchers are willing to engage in peer review
activities. Thus, funders have access to a large pool of expertise in all disciplines. Moreover, if
taken in a group, as in some instances of peer review processes, decisions are thought to be
more balanced and to carry more weight than individual decisions. Reviewers also cite positive
personal effects, such as gaining knowledge on new techniques or research topics, establishing
new collaborations and networking opportunities within the discussion group, and improving
one’s own grant application skills (Bollen et al., 2014; Johnson, 2008; Müller, 1980).
Most researchers consider peer review as necessary, but almost everyone is aware of its limitations. A common argument is that peer review is not a perfect system, but it is the best one
developed so far to judge quality in research. Concerns fall into general categories of effectiveness and reliability; transparency, reliability, and expectations; and burden and hindrances.

2.1 Effectiveness
Is peer review good at identifying the best research proposals and the best researchers, and
are peer reviewers making the right decisions? Different studies have tried to answer these
questions in order to justify the resources invested in the process. Some have focused on the
“impact” of funded projects as a metric, whereas others have compared the career trajectories
of successful and non-successful applicants. These studies mainly used publication metrics (e.g.
the number of publications resulting from a funded project, the number of publications in high
impact factor journals, the number of citations of papers, or the numbers of patents) as criteria
to evaluate the impact or success of funded projects.
Some studies, such as an analysis by EMBO of its postdoctoral fellows (Klaus and Del Álamo,
2017), have found that scientists who were selected for a given fellowship or grant do not
always outperform those who were not selected among high-quality applications, implying that
peer review does not always judge appropriately applicants’ future performance. Other studies,
for example an analysis of NIH grants funded between 1980 and 2008 (Li and Agha, 2015), have
found a positive correlation between better publication, citation and patenting outcomes and
higher peer reviewer scores.

2.2 Objectivity
Is peer review objective and how objective can it be? Arbitrary decisions, not based on originally
and explicitly stated criteria, are always a concern in any system involving human judgements.
One version of this stems from intrinsic biases, where the reviewer is likely unaware of his or
her own bias. But lack of objectivity can be more open, even in systems with strong controls for
conflicts of interest. These biases can be related to, for example, applicants’ scientific area, affiliation, gender, age, and ethnicity. Funders’ analyses of their schemes have found some bias against
women and non-white researchers (NIH, 2019).
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2.3 A burden on the system
Peer review systems are costly in terms of time and effort – for funders, peer reviewers, and
applicants. Already in the 1980s it was estimated that the best scientists were “forced to spend
one-quarter to one-half of their time on securing their funds, rather than doing the research.”
(Roy, 1985). An Australian survey found that researchers spend an overall average of 34 days
preparing each new proposal for the National Health and Medical Research Council grant
scheme (Herbert et al., 2013). Others have calculated the monetary value of the time spent by
applicants on writing applications, and estimated it to be over 80% of the total costs involved in
grant proposals, independent of the outcome of the application (Gluckman, 2012).
Peer review requires an increasingly large number of scientists to evaluate applications. In 2015,
the National Science Foundation (NSF) engaged 16,255 scientists to judge 51,588 proposals for
all of its funding schemes, and estimated that the total time spent on writing reviews amounted
to 360 person-years, with each reviewer spending about 3,9 hours on writing one review
(excluding the time spent travelling to and participating in panels) (NSF, 2016). The European
Research Council (ERC) requires reviews from 375 panel members and 2000 external referees
for each call. As success rates are falling in most funding schemes, it is not only the time spent
by applicants that is increasing. The number of reviewers required and the time they need to
spend on evaluating proposals is also continuously growing.

2.4 Hindering innovation
There are concerns that reviewers are more likely to rate highly applications that seem to have
more chances to succeed instead of risky or out-of-the-box ideas. The reason for this might
be the limited financial resources available, and that in group discussions members seek
consensus, which could result in the dismissal of innovative approaches, among other biases
(Bang and Frith, 2017). Evidence for this argument is often anecdotal and is based on known
cases of projects that were not funded but turned out to be revolutionary, such as Craig
Venter’s proposal to sequence the genome of the Haemophilus influenza bacterium, which the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) refused to fund. The reason for this limitation is an intrinsic
feature of peer review, namely that the task of peer review is to judge proposed projects on the
basis of current knowledge, and so reviewers cannot easily foresee whether proposals will result
in innovative findings (Lukkonen, 2012).

2.5 Unreliability
Evaluation of a proposal might vary considerably between reviewers. This was for example
observed in an analysis of peer reviewers’ scores in a group of NIH grant applications. Not only
were the qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the same proposals inconsistent, but the
way the reviewers used the rating system also differed, although all had received the same
instructions (Pier et al., 2018). Thus, there is a random component in the system: the chance
composition of the review panel has a strong effect on the outcome of the selection. This points
also to the importance of explicitly clarifying the scoring criteria that need to be used in the
evaluation.
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2.6 Lack of transparency
There is a view that the reviewing process is unfair toward reviewers and toward candidates:
reviewers need to make difficult decisions, and candidates have to accept decisions sometimes
without knowing or understanding how they were reached. This points to a lack of transparency in the peer review process: reviewers’ names are only to a limited extent made public, and
panels’ comment, and final reports of funded projects are usually not made public (Gurwitz et
al., 2014).

2.7 Unclear goals and evaluation criteria
Sometimes funders themselves are not clear about the goals of their funding schemes. Is the
goal to reward past success, or to foresee future success? And how should success be judged?
Is success the number of high impact papers produced by researchers or is it the attainment
of specific scientific or social goals? These questions are related to more general discussions in
research assessment, and on what criteria should be used to evaluate research output (Abbott
et al., 2010; Wilsdon et al., 2015). The main criteria have in the past been metrics such as the
number of publications, or the number of publications in high impact factor journals, the number
of citations, or the number of patents obtained by a research project. The focus on at least some
of these metrics is being criticized by many as not suitable to encompass all possible qualities of
research and researchers and their use is thought to contribute to irresponsible research practices. Initiatives like the Leiden Manifesto and the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment, which are aimed at finding better evaluation criteria than journal metrics, may help in
improving peer review.

3. The grey zone dilemma
One of the limits of peer review is the inability to make absolute rankings when applicants
are very similar. This happens in particular after a first peer reviewed selection or ranking of a
short-list of proposals that will definitely be funded, and rejection of those proposals that will
definitely not be funded. In between these extremes, there is a “grey zone” of applications that
differ so little from each other that they can essentially be considered equal in quality, and peer
reviewers have difficulties in selecting among them (Crossley, 2015).
In multidisciplinary schemes the problem may be reversed, where these applications are so
different from one another that they cannot be compared.
Forcing a selection of some over others in the grey zone means that the final decision may be
arbitrary and no longer based on the scientific quality of the proposal. In this setting, reviewers’
bias related to, among others, applicants’ affiliation, scientific area, gender, or age might also
have a more influential role in selection.

3.1 What could funders do with indistinguishable proposals?
The problem described is not new, and a number of solutions have been suggested. These
include adding panel interviews, using additional reviewers, involving non-experts to review the
initial decisions of experts, letting researchers themselves decide which in a group of essentially equivalent indistinguishable proposals are most worthy of funding (Stone, 2009; Fang and
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Casadevall, 2016; Frith, 2017), or only awarding funding up to the point where there are no arguments between the reviewers as to which proposals are the worthiest. However, these solutions
have downsides. For instance, adding more reviewers increases the burden on researchers, and
it would be necessary to find out to what extent this would address the problem before adding
more stress to a system in which reviewer fatigue is not uncommon. Moreover, there is emerging evidence that adding interview panels also might disadvantage women.
One of the proposed solutions is to apply randomization to the applicants in the grey zone, who
do not fall in the “definitely funded” or the “definitely not funded” categories, after any number
of preliminary rounds of discussion deemed necessary by the funder.
A potential benefit of randomization is that it brings transparency in the selection process,
because it would be clear that in the grey zone all applications are considered equally deserving
and are subject to the same treatment.
Another argument in favour of randomization is that it would acknowledge the limits of precision that is achievable in peer review, and make applicants view differently the judgmental
aspect of the system. Although not fully analysed, it is possible, or even likely, that researchers
would rather be rejected after being found fundable, but with the explicit note that they did not
receive funding based on a draw. Under the current system, anyone below a bar may simply be
considered “not good enough”.
A further potential benefit of a partial draw is that it might bring forward more innovative
and, in general, more diverse research proposals compared with only peer reviewed selection.
However, this effect would need to be analysed further, in particular for schemes specifically
aimed at supporting innovative research.
Although a partial randomization would eliminate bias in the grey zone, there are strong
concerns about it, and, so far, this approach has been used only by a few funders to allocate
small grants for innovative, out-of-the-box grant proposals (see examples below). However, in
other areas it has been used extensively, for example to allocate over-subscribed visa applications in the United States or to assign places in medical schools in The Netherlands to ensure
equal treatment and to increase diversity.
The main problem with randomization in allocating funding for research is that it is perceived
as running contrary to the traditional decision-making mechanism based on merit. As a result,
randomization is stigmatized as being of lower value. Funders and organizations fear reputational damage, and the creation of different classes of funding schemes with different levels of
prestige, where those using partial randomization would be considered as less worthy. Some
researchers might be concerned that they will be stigmatized if selected by a draw. However, as
stated above, a counter argument to this is that using a draw would benefit individual researchers by reducing the negative impacts of the rejection, as it is easier to accept failure due to bad
luck than to a lack of merit.
A further concern is that funders and the research system in general could lose credibility,
because using a lottery would undermine governmental and public trust in scientists’ ability to
make objective decisions. This concern is less relevant for private and independent funders, but
important for public funders as it might impact negatively on the public’s willingness to support
research. Also, some potential reputational damage could come from the impression that
funders do not want to invest too much time in the selection process, while applicants have to
invest a considerable amount of time in preparing their proposals.
Other concerns relate to a possible reduction in the quality of proposals, although in the case
of partial randomization it can be assumed that a first stringent peer reviewed selection will be
applied, so applicants’ behaviour would likely not be affected.
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Like all other solutions to addressing some of the limitations of peer review, randomization
presents a range of advantages and disadvantages. Hopefully funders will experiment more with
this approach in different settings to find out whether this is a suitable solution. It will be important that analyses of the effects of its use for different groups are shared with the community.

3.2 Examples
Volkswagen Stiftung
The Volkswagen Stiftung is testing partial randomization for its “Experiment! In Search of Bold
Research Ideas” grants to fund unconventional research ideas. They receive 500 applications
per year, and between 30 and 49 projects are funded and receive 120,000 euros for 18 months.
The test phase runs between 2013 and 2020. According to the Volkswagen Stiftung website,
“the jury first identifies and rejects applications with inadequate quality. From the pool of
applications which meet the program requirements and the quality criteria, the jury selects the
most convincing ideas (approx. 15-20). During the test phase an equal number of grants (15-20)
is drawn in a lottery from the same pool under the supervision of the Foundation’s legal officer.”
The winners do not know if they have been selected by lottery or by the panel.
https://www.volkswagenstiftung.de/en/news-press/funding-stories/give-chance-a-chance-–-alottery-decides-which-daring-research-ideas-receive-funding

The Health Research Council (HRC) of New Zealand
The HRC of New Zealand has used a funding lottery for its Explorer Grants since 2013 with the
aim of funding innovative, exploratory or unconventional research ideas. Up to four grants per
year receive 150,000 New Zealand dollars each for 24 months, and are selected using a random
number generator. According to the HRC website, “all proposals that meet the eligibility criteria
will be assessed for compatibility with the scheme’s intent; proposals will not be scored or
ranked. All proposals that are considered eligible and compatible will be considered equally
eligible to receive funding, and a random process will be used to select the proposals to be
offered funding.”
https://researchintegrityjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s41073-019-0089-z

The Foundational Questions Institute
The Foundational Questions Institute (FQXi) in the USA uses a lottery to allocate their MiniGrants in cosmology and physics. The grants range between 1,000 and 15,000 US dollars.
https://fqxi.org/grants/mini/intro
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4. Alternatives to peer review
Some extreme alternatives to peer review have been suggested or, in a small number of cases,
have already been employed. These generally eliminate or at least minimize any peer review
step.
The information in this section is a consolidation of the work cited in the references and additional observations from EMBO’s work in this area.

4.1 Equal distribution of funds
This method eliminates peer review entirely. The available funding is distributed equally to all
qualified scientists, who each receive the same amount. This system is already in place in some
universities for the distribution of research resources. Whether this could be applied in a previously competitive award system would need to be analysed and tested.

Pros

Cons

› Elimination of bias;

› No recognition of exceptional scientists;

› Elimination of reviewers’ and applicants’
burden;

› Inability to support large or costly research
projects;

› Diminished administrative burden.

› Not suitable to some areas of research.

4.2 Equal distribution plus reallocation of a fixed percentage
In this model, all researchers receive the same amount of funding, and are then required to give a
fixed percentage of all the funding they received in the previous year to other researchers, based
on whom they think would use the money best. All researchers would then receive direct funding
from an agency plus donations from other researchers.

Pros

Cons

› Elimination of bias;

› Concerns about conflicts of interest; for
example, researchers might give money to
their friends or collaborators;

› Elimination of reviewers’ and applicants’
burden;
› Diminished administrative burden;
› Encouragement for scientists to share
results if this potentially attracts colleagues’
attention and money.

› Potential inability to support large and
costly research projects.
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4.3 Metric-based evaluation / Formula funding methods
The evaluation can be based on different indicators such as the number of peer reviewed
publications, the total or average number of citations, journal impact factor or previous external
research funding.
Examples of the use of metrics include the UK Research Excellence Framework 2021, which uses,
among other criteria, citation data; in Asian universities publication metrics are used for hiring
and promotions. Formula funding has been used for example in the USA in federal public health
programmes to distribute budgets equally to individuals on the basis of data collected and
using a specific calculation.

Pros

Cons

› Elimination of bias;

› Difficulty in finding an index that is not
flawed (all can be gamed);

› Increased transparency;
› Cost saving;
› Faster.

› Loss of expert judgement in case of
innovative or risky projects;
› Conservatism;
› Emphasis placed on quantity over quality of
research outputs.

4.4 Strong manager method
This method, also called “manager discretion” method, encompasses a limited number of
expert programme managers who are responsible for deciding how to distribute resources.
This is the method used in the USA by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA),
and the Office of Naval Research. At DARPA about 100 programme managers distribute approximately 3 billion US dollars each year. The managers are hired from academia or industry.
They are responsible for the outcome of the projects they fund, and are in close contact with
the scientific investigators (Cook-Deegan, 1997). The National Science Foundation (NSF) uses
a version of this for a small grants scheme for exploratory research, where managers from
academia decide on which projects to fund. Some agencies, for example NASA, use a mixture of
traditional peer review and strong manager method.

Pros

Cons

› Faster;

› Not scalable to schemes with many smaller
projects, because close collaboration
between manager and researcher would
be impossible;

› Reduction in applicants and reviewers’
burden;
› Cost-saving;
› Avoids conservatism, as individual expert
decisions allow funding of risky and novel
projects;

› Requires clear and focused funding
missions.

› Strong motivation for making an excellent
selection, because project success is
strongly linked with the manager’s success.
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5. Possible changes and supplements to peer
review
This section summarises a number of proposals to improve peer review and their advantages
and disadvantages. Some of the proposals target the selection or evaluation process, some the
composition of review panels, some the application procedures, and some aim at fixing specific
problems of peer review.
The tables below consolidate work cited in the references and additional observations from
EMBO’s work in this area.

5.1 Changes to the selection process or review panels
CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

PROS

CONS

Partial
lottery

Randomization is introduced in
a phase of the selection procedure and applied to a specific
range of applications: those
between the top proposals that
will definitely be funded and
of those that are of insufficient
quality to be funded. The applications in the middle area are
equally good, and it is nearly
impossible for reviewers to
distinguish among them.

› Elimination of bias;

› Contradictory

See chapter 3 for more details
and examples.

Informed
peer review

Assessment outcomes are a
combination of peer review and
quantitative indicators such as
citation metrics.

› Increased

transparency;

› Increased diversity
and creativity;

› Reduction of

reviewers’ burden;

› Faster;
› Reduction of

applicants’
disappointment in
case of rejection.

to merit-based
decision making;

› Loss of credibility;
› Creation of grants
with different
prestige;

› Stigma for

researchers selected
by randomization;

› Reduction of quality
of proposals;

› Reduction of quality
of reviews.

› Reduction of bias,

because objective
metrics support
reviewers’ decisions.

It has been used in the UK
Research Excellence Framework
since 2014; in Italy, the Ministry of Education, University
and Research introduced it in
the Research Quality Evaluation 2004-2010; the German
Max Planck Institutes include
metrics in their evaluation
criteria.
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5.1 Changes to the selection process or review panels (continued)
CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

PROS

CONS

Open peer
review

Also referred to as “participatory grant making”. Reviewers
external to an organization are
involved in the decision making
process. Depending on the
type of grant, they could be
researchers and other experts
from different fields, patient
groups, or the public at large.

› Reduction of

› Increased

The Patient-Centred Outcomes
Research Institute in the USA
involves lay persons, patients,
their families and care givers
in their peer review process.
Health Research Board in
Ireland involves the public to
evaluate its Investigator-Lead
Projects.

› Contribution to

Applicants are required to
review their competitors’
proposals. Reviewers whose
scores rank similar to others
receive a bonus, in order to
incentivise good behaviour and
prevent unfair denigration of a
competitor’s proposal.

› Reduction of

It was used by the NSF for a
programme within the Civil,
Mechanical and Manufacturing
Innovation (CMMI) division in
2013.

› Benefit to

Reviewers’ reports of applications are passed from one
funder to the other, rather than
each funder carrying out its
own review.

› Reduction of

› Trust in the review

› Reduction of

› Consent needed

Applicants
are
reviewers of
competitors’
proposals

Shared
reviewers’
reports

reviewers’ burden;

› Increased

transparency (it is
not just a “closed
club's” decision);

organizational
burden because of
its complexity.

› Reduction of

danger of bias and
cronyism;

achieving societal
benefits;

› Relationship

building between
the funder and
other communities.

administrative time
burden caused by
having to look for
reviewers;

› Incentive for

reviewers to do a
good job within a
limited timeframe;

› Unfair harshness

on the competitors’
proposal;

› Discouraging

innovative ideas
through the bonus
system.

applicants seeing
their competitors’
proposals.

reviewers’ burden
as fewer reviewers
are needed in total;
applicants’ time
spent on rewriting
and resubmitting
applications.

system of other
funders is a
prerequisite;

from both reviewers
and participants;

› Increased

administrative
burden;

› Funders might value
different aspects/
use different
procedures and
criteria to judge.
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5.1 Changes to the selection process or review panels (continued)
CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

PROS

CONS

Virtual
reviews

Reviews are submitted to an
online system, or to an office
by email. The reviewers never
meet in person to discuss the
applications.

› Reduction of

› Decreased quality

This approach is used in
Canada for some Canadian
Institutes for Health Research
(CIHR) grants. Email reviews
have been used also by NSF.

Panel
meetings via
tele- or videoconferences

reviewers’ time
burden (no travel
time);

› Reduction of

administrative costs;

› Avoids the tendency
for conformity
and danger of
control by stronger
personalities in
review panels.

The reviewers do not meet in
person but via tele- or videoconferencing.

› Reduction of

The Canadian Institutes for
Health Research uses it for its
Open Operating Grant Program,
Catalyst Grants and Team
Grants.

› No travel and

reviewers’ time
burden as no travel
is involved;

accommodation
costs;

of reviews because
of reduced
accountability of
reviewers to deliver
high quality;

› Lack of consensus

because of a lack of
discussion, leading
to low success rates.

› Reduction of

reviewers’ attention
span;

› Reduction

of reviewers’
engagement.

› Environmentally
friendlier.

Some NIH and NSF panels are
conducted virtually.
Most funding agencies had
virtual panels during the
Covid19 pandemic in 2020.
Delphi
method

Also called “consensus development method”. The discussions among peer reviewers
are structured and no free
discussions are allowed. Each
reviewer ranks the applications
in three rounds according to
different criteria. A chair or
facilitator provides anonymised
summaries of the panel scores
after each round. Each reviewer
is then asked to revise their
scores after seeing the scores
of the other members.
The Cancer Council New South
Wales (AU) used this approach
for its Pancreatic Cancer
Network Strategic Research
Partnership grants.

› Reduction of bias;
› Faster because free
discussions are not
allowed;

› The lack of direct

discussions among
reviewers is felt as a
limitation.

› Reduction of

reviewers’ burden,
as the criteria are
set and a facilitator
manages the
discussions;

› Diminished

tendency for
conformity;

› Useful especially

when the reviewers’
opinions differ
substantially.
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5.1 Changes to the selection process or review panels (continued)
CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

PROS

CONS

Algorithmic
reviewer
assignment

An automated system matches
reviewers’ expertise to the
scientific area of the applications.

› Reduction of

› If the system does

It is used in Canada for some
grants of the Canadian Institutes for Health Research.
Measure
reviewers’
confidence in
their rating

Reviewers are asked to measure their confidence in their
rating.
The Villum and Velux Foundations in Denmark are starting to
implement this.

administrative time
burden;

› Increased

transparency.

not work properly,
reviewers and
applications do not
match.

› Overcomes the

› Slight increase

› No travel and

› Increase in

incoherence of
ratings;

accommodation
costs;

in administrative
burden;

reviewers’ time
burden.

› Increases the

predictive power of
peer review.

Detailed
reviewer
guidelines

Detailed written guidelines are
provided to reviewers, such
as on the assessment criteria
to be used, on how to write
a good review and on how to
control bias.
It is used by the UK Medical
Research Council (MRC).

› Increases review

quality, as reviewers
are more aware of
and attentive to the
selection criteria;

› Reduction of bias

(if training includes
sections on bias
recognition);

› Reviewers feel a

lack of trust in their
ability to judge;

› Increase in

reviewers’ time
burden.

› Time saving during
panel meetings.

Training for
reviewers

Reviewers are trained on how
to review properly through
workshops, webinars and or
online resources.
The Patient-Centred Outcomes
Research Institute in the
USA trains its reviewers; the
Canadian Institutes for Health
Research mandates on-line
training modules on grant
review.

› Increase in review
quality;

› Increase in the

predictive power of
peer review.
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5.1 Changes to the selection process or review panels (continued)
CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

PROS

CONS

Evaluate the
quality of
reviews

The quality of the reviews can
be measured using criteria
such as the completeness of
the assessment, the comprehensibility of the comments
provided, the appropriateness
of the language used, and
the time taken to provide the
assessment. The evaluation
can be done by a single staff
member or a group of staff
members. Information on the
performance of reviewers is
sometimes stored in a funders’
database.

› Increase in review

› Difficulty in defining

Eliminate
in-person
interviews of
candidates

Candidates are evaluated solely
on the basis of their application
and do not get interviewed.

› Reduction or

› The lack of direct

quality.

elimination of bias.

what a “good”
review is.

discussions is felt as
a limitation;

› Loss of

opportunity to test
independence and
original thinking of
the applicant.

“Performance”
approaches

The applicants present their
ideas and projects to a jury, in
front of an audience.

› Reduction of bias;
› Increase in

transparency.

It used for the Skolar Awards in
Finland, where the jury votes in
front of the audience.
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5.2 Changes to the selection process or review panels
CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

PROS

CONS

Pre-screening
of proposals

Introduction of a pre-proposal
step with shorter applications,
in which a first selection is
made. Proposals that pass this
step are analysed in full and
applicants are interviewed.

› Reduction in

› Reviewers do

Submission can be received at
any time during the year.

› Eases deadline

› Some scientists

Examples include the NSF
Division of Earth Sciences
Directorate; the Engineering
and Physical Sciences Research
Council (EPSRC) in the UK;

› Reduction in

reviewers’ and
applicants’ time
burden.

not have enough
information to judge
properly.

Many funders use this, such
as the NIH Director's Pioneer
Awards, the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute (HHMI) grants,
and the ERC (single submission,
but two-step evaluation), the
Wellcome Trust, and EMBO for
its Post-doctoral fellowships.
Eliminate
application
deadlines

EMBO eliminated the deadlines
for its Long-Term Fellows in
2017.

pressure on
researchers;

the number of
applications;

prefer to have
deadlines to
organize their work
better.

› Reduction in

administrative
burden;

› Increase in success
rate;

› Increase in

the quality of
applications, as only
applicants who are
ready to submit and
are motivated will
do it.

Limit the
number of
submissions
by each
researcher
or by each
institute

The limitation can be applied to
the number of applications that
a scientist or an institute can
submit to an agency per year,
or to the num ber of resubmissions of the same proposal or
to the number of applications
from a given institution or
department.
Examples include the NSF’s
Astronomy Division, the NIH
and MRC.

› Reduction in

the number of
applications;

› Reduction in

reviewers’ burden;

› Reduction in

administrative
burden;

› It limits researchers’
chances to succeed;

› To impose limits at

departmental level
could shift power
from individual
researcher to the
department head.

› Increase in success
rates.
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5.2 Changes to the selection process or review panels (continued)
CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

PROS

CONS

Change application forms
by requiring
or allowing
more detail
on experimental
design

More details on the methodology and experimental design
of proposed projects can be
added to the application.

› Increases reviewers’

› Increase in

Reduce the
length of
applications

This approach requires a
substantial reduction in application length, as it has been seen
that just a small reduction does
not reduce applicants’ burden.

An example is the MRC in the
UK.

ability to better
judge entries;

› Increases the

predictive power of
peer review.

› Reduction in

reviewers’ and
applicants’ burden.

reviewers’ and
applicants’ burden,
as they have to read
and provide more
information.

› Reviewers do

not have enough
information to
judge applications
properly;

› A single review of a

short application is
generally thought
to work against the
applicant.

Blinding
applicants’
names

Reviewers evaluate anonymous
applications, and receive no
information on the applicant’s
background or publications
record.
Examples include the Velux
Foundations in Denmark,
the Volkswagen Foundation
in Germany; NSF used this
approach in the 1980s.

› Reduction or even

elimination of bias;

› Reviewers focus

only on the research
idea;

› Difficulty in

anonymizing
applications
because it is hard to
conceal authorship.

› Increased

transparency.
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5.3 Changes aimed at combatting conservatism
CHANGE
Separate
funding
mechanisms
for
innovative
research

Assess only
applicants’
individual
track records

DESCRIPTION

PROS

Calls are dedicated specifically to innovative research projects.

›

Potentially
innovative proposals
get selected;

Examples are the NIH Director Transformative Research Awards; the NIH Pioneer
Award Program; and the NSF Early-concept Grants for Exploratory research.

›

Higher success rates.

Past performance is used as a predictor
of future success: applicants are judged
on the base of their past successes and
performance only.

›

Increase in the
chances of success
of successful
or productive
researchers wanting
to change field or
with risky proposals;

An example is the MacArthur Fellows
programme in the USA.

“Golden
tickets” to
reviewers

Each reviewer receives one “golden
ticket”, that is, the right to fund an application, regardless of the other reviewers’
comments.

›

Increase in the
predictive power of
peer review.

›

Allows the selection
of risky proposals.

CONS
›

It is difficult to
identify innovative
or potentially transformative projects;

›

Low number of
proposals.

›

Young scientists are
disadvantaged;

›

It is burdensome
in case of large
numbers of
applications;

›

Vulnerability to
favouritism.

›

Concerns about the
inverse of “Reviewer
3” problem, i.e. one
reviewer’s evaluation
might overwrite
the other reviewers’
rating of a particular
application.

The Volkswagen Foundation and the
Villum Fonden Foundation have used it.

5.4 Other proposed changes
CHANGE

DESCRIPTION

PROS

CONS

Reduce the
maximum
funding for
project

Each funded project
receives less funding in order for the
funder to fund more
proposals.

›

Increase in success rates;

›

›

Increase in review panel’s attention to
novel proposals (An analysis of Research
Council of Norway’s grant proposals found
that reviewers and program officers gave
novelty more consideration as success rates
increased.)

Large and expensive
research projects
cannot be funded.

Feedback to
applicants

Rejected applicants
receive feedback
concerning the
reasons for not
having being
selected.

›

Researchers can improve their applications;

›

›

Increased transparency.

Increase in
administrative time
burden;

›

Increase in
reviewer’s time
burden.
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6. Conclusions
Peer review is the standard mechanism to allocate research funding, and there is general
agreement that it should be preserved. However, it is not a perfect system. The problems of
peer review have been known for a long time: among them, that it is not effective in selecting
the best research and researchers; that it is not objective; that it is conservative; that it lacks
transparency. These problems are being exacerbated by the increase in numbers of applications in all schemes and the related growing burden on reviewers. Proposals on how to change
peer review or to eliminate it have been made, and some have been implemented. They all have
advantages and disadvantages; here we used partial randomization as an example of this.
Despite potential drawbacks, more funders are starting to experiment with changes to take
pressure off an already stretched research system.
One key factor will be to set clear goals and criteria and communicate them clearly to reviewers
so that they can select the “best” research projects for the stated purpose. Different solutions
will need to be explored, and likely to be implemented according to the specific goals of funding
schemes.
Much research on decision making processes, research assessment, bias, and on research
funding has been carried out in the social sciences. A stronger collaboration between funding
agencies and researchers who study decision-making processes should be established in order
to base any change to the peer review system on scientific evidence. Initiatives such as the new
Research on Research Institute, an international consortium of funders, academic institutions
and technologists aimed at developing new and more effective research systems, should be
able to assist decision-makers directly. This could encourage funders to take innovative and
bold steps to ensure that the distribution of the limited resources is carried out in the fairest
possible way, enabling research advances, and contributing to addressing societal needs in the
most effective way.
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